VISIT TO NIN, MUSEUM OF NIN ANTIQUITIES,
NIN SALTWORKS AND ROYAL VINEYARDS

In the middle of a shallow lagoon on a small island stands Nin, the old coronation town of Croatian
kings. Its rich history dates back to the 9th century BC when it was founded by Liburnian tribes.
What makes it so special is the fact that it was the first political, cultural and religious center of
Medieval Croatia. Your sightseeing tour begins in front of the monument dedicated to Branimir, the
famous Croatian duke. You will pass through the City Gates and enter a narrow street that will take
you to the Roman Temple, once the largest ones on the eastern coast of the Adriatic. While in Nin,
don`t forget to rub the little toe on the statue of Gregory of Nin. It is believed that if you rub his little
toe, luck will follow you forever. After the sightseeing we will vist the Nin Saltworks, where salt is
produced by sun, sea and wind. The salt from Nin is ecological, therapeutic and biodynamic. Further,
you will have an opportunity to visit the Museum of Nin Antiquities. Besides seeing rich material
culture testifying to the importance of ancient Nin, you will also have a chance to learn about
historical shipbuilding. A part of the exhibition is devoted to the sewn boat tradition used by
Liburnians in Prehistory; another exhibit discusses the famous Medieval Condura Croatica boats
recovered in the 1970s. We will finsh our tour with lunch and wine tasting in Royal Vinyards. Grapes
have been grown for many centuries on these rocky slopes above Petrcane. The vineyards overlook
the Zadar archipelago, Velebit Mountain and the city of Zadar. Spreading on 40 hectares and counting
more than 300,000 vines, Royal Vineyards is among biggest vineyards in the Region.

PRICE: 450,00 KN (CCA 60 eur.)
PRICE INCLUDES: transfer by touristic bus, licensed guide, entrance ticket to the House of Salt and
tour of the Nin Saltworks, entrance ticket for the Museum of Nin Antiquities, lunch and 3 wines at
Royal Vinyards, insurance, vat.
MINIMUM NO. OF PARTICIPANTS: 35 PAX
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